Festival marks Indian holiday

The Indian Association of Notre Dame (IAND) delivered a sense of traditional Indian culture to the ballroom in the LaFortune Student Center with a Diwali Celebration on Sunday night.

The Diwali celebration, known as “The Festival of Lights,” included a prayer service, a dinner of Indian cuisine and a dance celebration featuring Indian music.

The Diwali celebration holds great importance to people all across India from a variety of faiths, including Hinduism, Jainism and Sikhism.

“Diwali is one of the most important festivals in India, marking the end of the Indian calendar,” Indian Association faculty advisor Jindal Shah said.

Five organizations came together to sponsor the Diwali celebration.

Saint Mary’s students support local schools

For more than seven years, the College Academy of Tutoring (CAT) Program at Saint Mary’s has helped students at Title I schools in South Bend to succeed.

“The main goal is to provide extra resources for area schools and area kids while also allowing Saint Mary’s students the opportunity to serve and learn from the community,” Jessica Busloa, director of the CAT Program, said.

Participants in the CAT Program

SMC reaches out to underprivileged schools

Inspiration for ‘Freedom Writers’ speaks at College

Erin Gruwell, author of “The Freedom Writers Diary” and founder of the Freedom Writers Foundation, spoke on encouraging diversity and understanding in a lecture titled “Teaching Tolerance” in Moreau Hall’s Little Theater on Friday.

Penus High School sophomore Katie Lamian approached Saint Mary’s with the idea to invite Gruwell to speak as a part of Girls Scouts Gold Award project.

FASO leads typhoon relief effort

Student organization raises money for disaster assistance in Philippines

Despite the miles that separate Notre Dame from the Philippines — the site of the devastating Typhoon Haiyan that hit in early November — relief efforts are underway on campus to bring help to the region.

Danica Lapid, copresident of the Filipino-American Student Organization (FASO), said FASO worked with the Asian American Association (AAA) to raise money to aid in the relief and the groups have already raised approximately $1,000.

Lapid said she is inspired by the Notre Dame community’s willingness to help with the relief effort.

“[FASO] could put on these events, but no one knows that they are happening. If you get people at the dining hall and give them flyers, then maybe they’ll stop by — and that’s really all we ask,” she said. “We made 40 bucks just sitting in the dining hall, not even asking people for donations.”

Lapid said the club held a bagel sale in the LaFortune Student Center lobby Thursday morning that proved successful.

“It went really, really well. To make $600 off of bagels is just crazy,” she said. “We asked for $2, but people were throwing down 20s.”

FASO and AAA hosted a fundraiser Sunday at Five Guys followed by a rosary service at the Grotto in the evening.

“I spoke to Hall Presidents Council and asked them to promote the events in their dorms,” she said. “I also know Dillon Hall is selling their old apparel for $5 each and they are donating the profits to us. Slowly and slowly, it’s been adding up.”

Lapid said Typhoon Haiyan was one of the most deadly and powerful storms in history.

“I heard that if you took the size of [the typhoon] and put it over the [United States], it would stretch from Florida to New England,” she said. “All the profits from the events are sent to the National Alliance for Filipino Concerns (NAPCON),” Lapid said, which sends the money directly to a grassroots organization that is already established in the Philippines.

“We just didn’t want [the money] to go to the wrong places,” she said. “It’s better to go with a smaller and more direct organization.”

Lapid said she is concerned about long-term support for the devastated areas of the Philippines.
QUESTION OF THE DAY:
What is your second-favorite college?

Abby Suckow
junior
Breen Phillips Hall
“Saint Mary’s.”

Frank McNiff
freshman
Sorin College
“Texas A&M.”

Amanda Dougherty
junior
Breen Phillips Hall
“Ohio State.”

Michael Loftus
junior
O’Neill Hall
“Holy Cross.”

Shannon Chiao
freshman
Cavanaugh Hall
“Emory.”

Peter Forbes
sophomore
O’Neill Hall
“UMass Amherst.”
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The organ in the DeBartolo Performing Arts Center’s Breyer Organ Hall is illuminated for a performance Sunday. Organ soloist Kristian Olesen of the Lutheran Church of Denmark’s Roskilde Cathedral performed as part of the O’Malley Sacred Music Series.
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SMC memorializes anniversary of student death

By TABITHA RICKETTS
News Writer

Saint Mary’s held a ceremony Friday to dedicate a tree on campus to the memory of Ziqi Zhang, an international student who was killed last year while traveling by bike between the College and Notre Dame.

Elaine Meyer-Lee, director of the Center for Women’s Intercultural Leadership (CWIL), said the death had, and continues to have, a big impact on members of the Saint Mary’s community.

“For those of us who knew her, and even for some who didn’t, it was a very tragic event last fall,” Meyer-Lee said.

Meyer-Lee said Zhang was active at Saint Mary’s and at Notre Dame, as a participant in the dual-degree engineering program.

“She jumped into things and got involved right away,” Meyer-Lee said.

Although Saint Mary’s did not have a public memorial to mark the anniversary of Zhang’s death, Meyer-Lee said Notre Dame held a candlelight vigil in Zhang’s memory at the Grotto. She said Saint Mary’s students and faculty were looking to honor Zhang’s memory, as well.

“As the weather changed and got closer to what it was that night, I think a lot of us ... were thinking about her,” Meyer-Lee said.

“As the anniversary approached, quite a few of us ... started talking about an appropriate way to mark that as a community.”

Meyer-Lee said the idea for a lasting memorial to Zhang had been discussed more immediately after her death last year, but the anniversary caused the idea to resurface. Student Government Association took the lead, in conjunction with some of Zhang’s closest friends, to make the memorial a reality.

Saint Mary’s chose to dedicate a hawthorn tree near Regina Hall, where Zhang lived during her time on campus, Meyer-Lee said.

“It’s strong like she was, and living as we want her memory to be,” Meyer-Lee said. “Somebody also pointed out that for an international student, the way a tree has its roots in land and its branches in the air was a nice symbol for the way [Zhang] crossed cultures.”

A number of faculty and students from the Saint Mary’s community attended the blessing and dedication, which began at 4 p.m. Friday. The ceremony opened with a prayer and a reading, and then those in attendance were invited to share favorite memories of Zhang.

Several of Zhang’s friends and members of faculty shared stories about their times with her.

Alice Sequin, assistant director of global education in CWIL, read the letter from Zhang’s father that was shared at her memorial service last October. Those in attendance were invited to extend their hand and join in the blessing of the tree as it was watered from the font of the Church of Our Lady of Loretto.

The ceremony concluded with a closing prayer and the sign of peace. Participants were invited to congregate in the lobby of Regina Hall to share refreshments and continue to trade memories of Zhang.

“It was beautiful,” junior Claire Stewart said. “It was wonderful to see [everyone] coming together to cherish the life of a wonderful member of the Saint Mary’s community.”

Despite not knowing Zhang very well on a personal level, Stewart said she really felt the loss and thought attending the dedication was an important way to honor Zhang’s life.

“I had a class with her freshman year. The accident happened while I was abroad in Rome ... All of us were really shaken up, just knowing that there was a loss in the Saint Mary’s community,” Stewart said. “Even people that we don’t know well are so vital to what our life is here, and every member is integral to our happiness.”

Contact Tabitha Ricketts at tricket01@smainmarys.edu

Department of Education workshops inspire creativity

By KATE KULWICKI
News Writer

Saint Mary’s students embraced their inner creativity during Saturday’s “Get Inked” conference through a series of workshops that were open to both men and women.

The conference, sponsored by the College’s Department of Education, was held in Carroll Auditorium in Madeleva Hall.

From 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., students attended a range of poetry, story-boarding and character development workshops, said Kathy Higgs-Coulthard, conference coordinator and Department of Education adjunct faculty member.

“We wanted to give them the opportunity to celebrate what they do,” Higgs-Coulthard said. “If you play sports, you make it into a tournament or on the all-star team. There isn’t that for young writers, and so we wanted to give them that chance.”

Teachers from local community high schools conducted most of the workshops and it gave the young writers an opportunity to learn from the community, Kathy Higgs-Coulthard said.

Participants engaged in a dance battle. Kennedy said.

“I want students to get out of costume, their inhibitions go away a little bit. If they are behind a costume or a mask, they say or do things that they ordinarily wouldn’t,”

During his workshop, the writers sorted through a pile of miscellaneous costume pieces in the center of the room in order to create their new identity.

Kennedy said after the students were in costume, he encouraged them to insult each other and to exchange creative threats before they ultimately engaged in a dance battle.

“It brings writing and improvisation together in a way that brings out a different form of creativity than just writing does,” participant Chris Higgs-Coulthard said.

Kennedy, Notre Dame class of 1995, said he came to the conference to help students “unlock the gate.” He said one of the most difficult things about writing is getting started.

“It’s really changed my point of view on the similarities between things, so it gave me a different perspective,” Woronowicz said.

Contact Kate Kulwicki at kkulw01@smainmarys.edu
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attended the lecture on Saturday by Erin Gruwell titled “Teaching Tolerance” to gain insight on their work in low-income schools.

Christin Kloski, a student director in the CAT Program, said Gruwell spoke about the impact a mentor and teacher can make on a student, especially when the students challenge authority.

“Our students are our true educators,” Kloski said. “We learn from them, and they help us to rework our teaching or tutoring to apply to their own lives.”

“The lecture simply gave all of us the extra push we needed to believe in what we are doing in the CAT program,” Kloski said.

Kloski, a junior, said Gruwell’s words resonated with participants of the CAT program, even if they never thought about dealing with such things themselves.

“Gruwell’s story is unique and can and should be applied to our students,” Kloski said. “Her words of inspiration and constant encouragement of her students is exactly what we must keep in mind and apply to our own students. We must work with kids whose lifestyles may be different than theirs.”

“Some of the students are just from turn-up homes,” Kloski said. “They are going through a lot more than we can ever imagine, even an eleven-year-old going through.”

The CAT initiative began in 2006 as an AmeriCorps program in which Saint Mary’s students read to students at Title I schools for a half hour each week, Buslao said.

“As our students would go in, they noticed there was a lot of need besides just reading to the kids,” she said. “Since then, the program has been developing and growing into what it is now.”

Buslao said approximately 20 students are now participating in Coquillard Elementary and Jefferson Junior High through the CAT Program this semester.

Gruwell said the program selects a few students each year to serve as CAT scholars. These students receive $1,000 a semester for two years of service. CAT requires students to work in the schools for 250 hours and to complete a larger service project each semester.

Students can also choose to be teaching assistants at Coquillard or to work as tutors at Coquillard or Jefferson, Kloski said.

Approximately 50 students participate in CAT’s pen-pal program during the spring semester, Buslao said. In this project, Saint Mary’s students correspond with Coquillard students by handwritten mail. The program concludes with a dinner at the end of the semester.

Kloski said the pen-pal program enables students to participate in CAT without making a major time commitment.

“You get to see what’s going on in (South Bend students’) little world,” Kloski said. “It’s also a mentoring program. Just giving out your personal experiences, diversity of opinions, just more about the world around them.”

Kloski stressed the importance of students learning about the surrounding community.

“You experience so much that you can’t get out of the Saint Mary’s bubble,” Kloski said. “We’re trying to find ways to connect our Saint Mary’s community with the local community, primarily with the schools that are involved with our program.”

Kloski said her three years participating in CAT have been a meaningful part of her education at Saint Mary’s.

“It’s a rewarding experience in what you are doing with the people and just seeing you can change lives, legitimately,” Kloski said. “You can see the change from year to year with your students.”

Kloski said the lower-income students might face problems at home that affect their behaviors in the classroom, but the relationships they develop with the Saint Mary’s students positively impact their school experiences.

“You (as a Saint Mary’s student) may be going through something tough, and when you get to the school, your kids may give you the biggest hug for no apparent reason other than that you arrived,” Kloski said. “You’re helping them succeed, little by little.”

Contact Kiera Johnsen at kjohnsen01@saintmarys.edu
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“‘I think this talk was really impactful, and I hope every one that was here takes a lot from it and starts to deal with such things themselves.’

Gruwell said she became a teacher because she wanted to stand up for kids who did not have a voice.

“Before there was a book, before there was a movie, there was a group of students who were tired of being invisible, tired of being on the fringe and just wanted to matter, just wanted to be heard,” she said.

Gruwell said when she was in graduate education classes she noticed a disconnect between theory and practice.

“I realized this when I walked into my first classroom and my students could care not less about stories, and books, and Shakespeare and care not less about stories, and walked into my first class — they noticed a disconnection in graduate education classes, she said.

“They wanted to start over because maybe we can start over. I wanted kids and having fun doing it.

“We hope they learn, that they get just as much out of (the program) as they are giving to the kids. We hope they learn about diversity, diversity of opinions, diversity of experiences, just more about the world around them.”

Kloski stressed the importance of giving off-campus and learning about the surrounding community.

“You experience so much that you can’t get out of the Saint Mary’s bubble,” Kloski said. “We’re trying to find ways to connect our Saint Mary’s community with the local community, primarily with the schools that are involved with our program.”

Gruwell said her three years participating in CAT have been a meaningful part of her education at Saint Mary’s.

“It’s a rewarding experience in what you are doing with the people and just seeing you can change lives, legitimately,” Kloski said. “You can see the change from year to year with your students.”

Kloski said the lower-income students might face problems at home that affect their behaviors in the classroom, but the relationships they develop with the Saint Mary’s students positively impact their school experiences.

“You (as a Saint Mary’s student) may be going through something tough, and when you get to the school, your kids may give you the biggest hug for no apparent reason other than that you arrived,” Kloski said. “You’re helping them succeed, little by little.”

Contact Kiera Johnsen at kjohnsen01@saintmarys.edu
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“I think this talk was really impactful, and I hope every one that was here takes a lot from it and starts to deal with such things themselves.”

Gruwell said she became a teacher because she wanted to stand up for kids who did not have a voice.

“Before there was a book, before there was a movie, there was a group of students who were tired of being invisible, tired of being on the fringe and just wanted to matter, just wanted to be heard,” she said.

Gruwell said when she was in graduate education classes she noticed a disconnect between theory and practice.

“I realized this when I walked into my first classroom and my students could care not less about stories, and books, and Shakespeare and tales about Homer,” she said.

“My students cared about which book would make them feel that I was going to get home and see my hardworking mom with those cockroaches and those rats in that tiny one bedroom housing project, and will there be dinner, would their be food on the table, are those cupboards going to be empty again.”

Gruwell said all of her students buried friends due to senseless gang violence by the age of 14, and it made her decide to show them stories written about teenagers such as Anne Frank.

“At that moment I wanted to find books written by, for and about kids,” she said. “Kids who lived in real wars, kids who didn’t pick up Molotov cocktails or spray cans or use 38 special handguns, kids who picked up a pen and tried to write along, kids who picked up a pen and tried to write their own ending.”

Gruwell said she went to her English department chair and asked if she could use these books but was turned down.

“She said my kids were too stupid to read a book, and they would never read a book from cover to cover,” Gruwell said.

“She went on to say they were dumb; they went on to say they were nothing. I realized my kids have been called dumb, stupid and nothing so often by so many people they believed it, and they were acting accordingly.”

Gruwell said in order to convince her students to pick up a book instead of using cliff notes or downloading someone else’s essay off the Internet, she had them wipe the slate clean and start over.

“Without really thinking it through, I decided we were going to have a toast for change,” she said. “Maybe for the first time it doesn’t matter, maybe we can wipe the slate clean, maybe we can start over. I wanted to start over because I wanted my students to have a voice. I wanted them to know they were brilliant and they could go anywhere and do anything.”

Gruwell said over the years she has watched these 150 kids, who were not supposed to make it, become teachers, parents and leaders.

“I watched each and every one of those kids become the first in their families to graduate,” she said. “I watched each and every one of those kids become the first in their family to go to college... I watched those kids realize their dreams.”

Gruwell said she has watched kids build mountains and has seen their book in spite of others.

“I am an ordinary teacher who has had an extraordinary experience with a group of kids who were tired of reading books written by dead white guys in tights,” she said. “They wanted kids like you to see their story, they wanted kids like you to identify with their story, but most importantly, they wanted kids like you to write your own.”

The lecture was cosponsored by the Saint Mary’s Education Club, CWIL, OCSE, SIMS, Student Government Association and Girls Scouts of Northern Indiana Michiania.

Contact Kiera Johnsen at kjohnsen01@saintmarys.edu

They did this for you

IN ROOM 329

What seemed so daring back in 1941, a place without stockholders devoted exclusively to the men and women of Notre Dame, is now over 70 years old. And tens of thousands of our friends and colleagues at Notre Dame have benefited.

Today, Notre Dame Federal Credit Union is products and services for the Notre Dame family that banks simply cannot match. We were founded to serve you. We’re only reason we exist. No one else can say that. Find out more at NotreDame329.org.
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By ANN MARIE JAKUBOWSKI
News Editor

Laura Dassow Walls, a professor of English, delivered a lecture Friday afternoon exploring new ideas about American writer Henry David Thoreau's relationship with Irish immigrants in his hometown and their effect on his writing.

The cross-disciplinary lecture sponsored by the Krouse-Naughton Institute for Irish Studies was titled “As You Are Brothers of Mine: Thoreau and the Irish.” In the presentation, Walls sketched a vision of a positive, respectful interaction between Thoreau and the local Irish though “hasty readings” of his work, particularly “Walden,” which might suggest racism or scorn towards the immigrants, she said.

“Hasty reading of ‘Walden’ have given Thoreau a bad name in Irish studies,” she said. “The temptation to use Thoreau as a metric to view English hostility to the Irish remains.

“Central to all of this is the notorious chapter in ‘Walden’ in which the narrator retreats during the thunderstorm to the shanty on Baker Farm where John Field lives with his family, lectures them at pedestrian length about how he, one of their nearest neighbors, lives the good life and how they could too if only they lived the same way as he.”

Walls said though many literary critics react to such episodes by saying, “Henry, how can you?” her examination of his primary writings while researching for a prospective biography have brought her to a different perspective.

“Thoreau used his various writing projects to stage problems [including] multiple contrasting voices,” she said.

“This multi-valence has made him a useful resource for everything from anarchism to communitarianism, from misanthropy to compassion, from wilderness escape to civil disobedience.

“With all of the above, you can add them all up and oddly enough, they do not cancel each other out … Thoreau relentlessly probes the conventions of his time. Seeking the ground that will not yield under pressure, he probed the Irish immigrants with all the rest.”

Thoreau held all members of his society to a high standard, Walls said, and at times found fault with all, including the Irish. But the Irish, unlike most other groups, gave him “cause for hope” too, she said.

When the writer moved to Walden Pond in 1844, he lived among the Irish immigrants in a shanty on land purchased from Ralph Waldo Emerson, Walls said.

“(The cabin) Thoreau built [at Walden] was nothing less than an Irish laborer’s shanty, repackaged to house a Yankee laborer. A lifelong dream to escape from labor altogether by becoming a great writer,” she said.

The patronizing tone of the John Field lecture episode in “Walden” has frustrated many scholars as an example of Thoreau’s arrogance towards the Irish, but Walls said it reads it as a parody of the first half of the book.

“Note that Thoreau sets himself up as an insufferable pedant; a meddling, tiresome intruder who lectures the beleaguered family in reckless abstractions cast in absurdly run-on sentences; a philosopher wagging his finger in their faces,” she said. “This is an extravagant parody of the entire first half of ‘Walden.’

“But, if he can’t reach John Field, who is standing right there in front of him, with [his] entire future and the future of his [children] hanging in the balance, how can he possibly reach us? For roughly 200 pages, Thoreau has been lecturing us on and on about how our proper economic choices will lead to our spiritual [well-being], and just like John Field, we haven’t heard a thing. Have we changed our lives? No, nothing has changed.”

Walls said she believes Thoreau reprises the content of the book’s first half to emphasize his underlying point, which happens to take place in the course of this conversation with the Irish family. By examining his intentions more closely, she said, readers can better grasp the respect he had for the hardworking Irish people and their ability to “boldly live” apart from the mainstream American culture.

Contact Ann Marie Jakubowski at ajakubowski@nd.edu
The Gettysburg Address

Connor Roth
Think: It's Not Illegal Yet

Tuesday will mark the 150th anniversary of President Abraham Lincoln’s speech dedicating the Soldiers’ National Cemetery in Gettysburg, Penn., given in 1863. Located within the Gettysburg National Military Park, this cemetery was created for Union soldiers to be buried after the Civil War, but was expanded to accommodate those who gave the ultimate sacrifice in later conflicts. The Gettysburg Address has become one of the most renowned American public speeches in history and is revered along side other notable deliverances including Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” and John F. Kennedy’s Inauguration.

In dedicating the Soldiers’ National Cemetery, Lincoln was invited later on by the memorial committee almost as an afterthought. Edward Everett, who delivered a two-hour oration on behalf of the fallen soldiers, gave the primary speech of the day. Lincoln followed with remarks that lasted roughly three minutes. The eloquence of Honest Abe’s delivery and the succinctness of his speech captivated the audience at Gettysburg. The entire nation succintness of his speech captivated the audience at Gettysburg. The entire nation took the audience back to 1776, reminding them of the newly proposed notion appealing to the Founding Fathers, as the union was two years into the civil war. Significant for the president’s speech too, the president concludes his speech by stating that through even words, no man can dedicate, consecrate, or hallow the plains of Gettysburg — again appealing to Christian themes — only the men who fought on the ground could possibly do so. He gives all of the honor to the individuals who lost their lives fighting for what they so far have nobly advanced. Instead of attempting to sanctify a ground already made holy by the death of 8,000 men, Lincoln suggests that the best way to commemorate their sacrifice would be to continue fighting for a “new birth of freedom.” Here he ends his remarks by famously calling for a government “of the people, by the people and for the people,” hoping America can regain its position as a model of democratic principles for other nations to look up to for years to come.

The president concludes his speech by looking ahead to the future, to horace Greeley’s new York Tribune asking indirectly if any country conceived of itself “the Government of the people, by the people and for the people,” hoping America can regain its position as a model of democratic principles for other nations to look up to for years to come. The president concludes his speech by looking ahead to the future, to horace Greeley’s new York Tribune asking indirectly if any country conceived of itself “the Government of the people, by the people and for the people,” hoping America can regain its position as a model of democratic principles for other nations to look up to for years to come.

Connor Roth is a junior studying economics and constitutional studies. He lives in Duncan Hall, halls from Cleveland and is currently participating in the London abroad program through Notre Dame. He can be contacted at croth1@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

A simple request

I will try not to waste words. It has been a long football season. Despite the loss of the starting quarterback at the end of the spring and countless injuries on the defensive front, our football team has demonstrated tremendous resolve. This has not gone unnoticed. Now, we have one home game left. Senior Day. As a senior myself, I offer that it would be nice if the team sings the Alma Mater with the student section after the game, win or lose. I confess no grand argument behind this request nor a want to address some larger issue. Simply, I believe the act would be greatly appreciated. Thank you and go Irish.

Will Peterson
Senior
off campus
Nov. 18

Follow us on Twitter @ObserverViewpnt

Submit a Letter to the Editor | Email obsviewpoint@gmail.com

INSIDE COLUMN

“Dark Fantasy”
John Ning
Photographer

Let’s play a game. Imagine your feelings during one of the greatest moments in your life... "Amazing.” Now let’s say that you knew this moment would happen two months ahead of time. Feel like you could “Touch the Sky?” Then, as you’re counting down the weeks in anticipation, you find out two days before that it won’t happen. Think I’m “Heartless” right? Ok, “Guilt Trip,” you find out the next day that your moment will indeed happen, but in a little over a month. “The Joy” returns... Pretty emotionally exhausting game right? Well then you should be watching my story. My “Pinocchio Story.” It all started when I found out in late August that Kanye West, the voice of our generation, was going to be on the first solo tour in five years and was stopping in Chicago on Nov. 9. I notified the “Clique” and got tickets mid-September. I felt like I was living one “DayWe Will Rise” and that nothing could “Bring Me Down.” But this is the part where it “All Falls Down.” As I counted down the days in anticipation, I broke late October that his tour may be postponed due to a truck accident that damaged his custom-made video screens. I waited for the “Bad News,” praying that “Jesus Walks” will still be on tour and that Kanye wouldn’t have to cancel. But I knew Kanye would “Never Let Me Down” and sure enough he rescheduled his “Homecoming” concert to December. It was a “Celebration”

Now I know you must be thinking, “Twista had this in on The Source!” And “Isn’t this a little overboard for a concert?” No. Not when Kanye West is the topic of discussion. He is the man whose tours (Watch the Throne and Glow in the Dark) have been known to change lives and touch souls. Not to mention the show is in his hometown Chicago where he’ll defi nitely be “looking for Trouble” when before i forget, King Kendrick Lamar is stage? yes you read right, Jesus, in all “The Glory” and the “Power.” lastly or repost this, but for the 1% that will, gets so don’t kill my vibe.

The entire meaning of the Civil War as viewed from modernity. Not once did Lincoln dis- cuss specifics of battle, the names of any soldiers, the South, the Union, secession or states rights — he did not even mention the name of Gettysburg! Instead, he fo- cused his speech on attempting to cleanse the nation of its original sin and contextu- alized his hope for the United States to stay united as one union. Instead of discussing individual actors at Gettysburg or describing what the people who fought there were like, the President’s speech transcends the physical world and instead emphasizes the importance of ideas, namely equality and justice.

So, 150 years later, how far have we come as a nation? Have we made Lincoln proud? Are we still a beacon for others to model after, just as the Protestants wanted to create a “city upon a hill” to symbolize American exceptionalism, work ethic and virtue? Or, have we not advanced as far as one might hope? 150 years would allow — have we actually proven that the United States went through a new birth of freedom? Is the government still of the people, by the people and for the people? It seems the answers to these questions might not be as simple as one would hope.

Regardless of your personal take on these questions we should be asking ourselves, Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address brought together a divided nation by candi- dly discussing our troubling past, which many Americans hid in some dark corner in the back of their minds or attempted to rationalize as simply a states rights issue.

Connor Roth is a junior studying economics and constitutional studies. He lives in Duncan Hall, halls from Cleveland and is currently participating in the London abroad program through Notre Dame. He can be contacted at croth1@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not neces- sarily those of The Observer.
You’ve probably heard about lexiles already—you know—that system of ranking books by difficulty using quantitative analysis of word frequency and sentence length? The proprietary textual-complexity measurement system garnered a great deal of press in the past few weeks. Lots of bad press, actually. It’s something that deserves further scrutiny and attention.

The idea of lexiles is quite simple: As we have units of measure for temperature, length, weight, periods of time, and so on, why not quantify the complexity, the reading difficulty of a text? I can appreciate the possible advantages of having a solid, instant, digit-sized impression of a book. Teachers in primary and secondary schools could use lexiles to choose books to assign to which students—knowing in advance if students would be bored, would meet with a challenge, or would struggle through without comprehension.

However, practice rarely mirrors theory; belief in the validity of such a scale is sure to be shaken when confronted with its results. As reported by Blaine greetman in The New Republic, classic novels like Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath or Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird receive perplexingly low lexile scores (680, 670); and books like The Hunger Games (810) or Mr. popper’s Penguins (910), which laymen might consider simpler novels, somehow merited higher scores. No human reader tasked with ranking these books by qualitative or quantitative methods would return the same results. So I have, at last. If education reform is important to you, then the lexile scale should make you feel uneasy. The common core state standards initiative, sponsored by the National governors association, already incorporates lexile scores into its new English language arts curriculum; the common core itself has been adopted by 45 states out of 50. The goal of the initiative is to increase curricular rigor, and an easy way to do this is to quantify textual difficulty and assign tougher books to young students. But the adoption of lexiles breeds contradictions. Consider: The new lexile range for grade 10 is 1000-1005 lexiles, but the example text for grades 9-10 is Steinbeck’s The Grapes of Wrath—680 lexiles only! Again, any reasonably well-read person could tell you what lexiles can’t: The difficulty of a text is more than the sum of its syntax.

To the credit of the ccss for English, “quantitative dimensions of text complexity” are one of the core components of the ccss methodology of text evaluation—the other two are qualitative dimensions of text complexity and consideration of readers and tasks. Further, ccss methodology presents lexiles as one of many possible quantitative schemes—a competitor to the Flesch-Kincaid readability test, the Dale-Chall readability formula, and the ATOS formula.

Yet cursory or deep readings of the ccss literature both confirm the initiative’s preference for the lexile scale: it receives the most mentions, and graphs and charts accompanying the recommendations use lexile score ranges instead of Flesch-Kincaid or the Coh-Metrix system, the only identified non-profit readability evaluation service mentioned by ccss. That the lexile scale is the product of a private educational company known as MetaMetrics should not be problematic per se.

Given recent protest against the effectiveness of for-profit charter school operators, I think it would be reasonably cautious to step back and question if we as taxpayers should turn over any part of the public’s standards to an entity that’s unaccountable to the public. Could there be a better investment? I think so. Primary and secondary school libraries could fulfill the curricular and diagnostic roles performed by lexiles. Most of what’s said about school libraries now revolves around the digital emphasis on computer literacy seemingly eclipses the library’s traditional role of promoting literacy, love of reading, and connecting readers to new books they might enjoy and might profit from. I think the inclusion of the ccss for English language arts could benefit by libraries staffed by librarians and full of books.

Statistics collected by the U.S. Department of Education indicate that in 2008, 91 percent of public schools had a library or media center and of those schools only 62 percent of libraries were staffed by a fulltime librarian; 27 percent of libraries had neither fulltime nor part-time staff. Compare this with the data from 2000, when 86 percent of public school libraries employed a fulltime librarian. This decline rings true to me. My high school had a librarian my freshman year but by my senior year the position was unfilled and the space defunct. Librarians could work one-on-one with students, develop a reading plan for them based on interests and skill level, track their progress and much more. English teachers could partner with librarians to help students who are falling behind or gifted students who aren’t stimulated by the grade-level curriculum, free up more class time for instruction in grammar and writing.

What’s important is to inspire a lifelong love of reading, and especially reading drama, poetry and fiction. Currently, the ccss heavily favors the reading of non-fiction and technical texts. I think it should not ignore literature, though; studies show that reading literary fiction can increase students’ empathy—a quality some people value, even if they are unable to practice it. When you can’t accomplish with numbers, you might achieve with a human being who cares about books and the students who read them, and a viable space in which books are available and valued.

The Harvard Crimson is the independent student newspaper serving Harvard University. The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
By CAELIN MILTKO
Scene Writer

Saturday night, Eric Hutchinson performed at Legends for the second time, and he did so with plenty of flair. The concert was part of his tour to promote his album “Almost Solo” (a live version is currently available free at erichutchinson.com for the first million fans). Opening for him was the fan-favorite from this week’s AcoustiCafe: senior Seamus Donegan.

The student performer gathered a crowd of his own, drawing loud cheers from the crowd the moment he walked on stage. He started off his five-song set with his cover of Matt Nathanson’s “Faster.” The song suited his vocal range perfectly and his acoustic style easily complemented Eric Hutchinson’s folk pop sound.

The highlight of Donegan’s set list was easily his closing, a cover of OneRepublic’s “Counting Stars” during which he called up the talented junior Elizabeth Curtin to sing back up. The song’s upbeat tones and quick tempo had the crowd dancing, ready for Eric Hutchinson to take the stage.

Unfortunately, in the interim between the opener and Hutchinson, the energy of the crowd waned a bit. While Legends continued to play songs from bands like Capitol Cities and Of Monsters and Men, the loud tuning of instruments from the stage consistently drowned the music out. They seemed to have particular problems with one of the keyboards. Despite this concerning break, they fixed it before Hutchinson came on.

He took the stage with dramatics, a blinding cacophony of lights heralding his arrival. His yellow pants, striped button down and black blazer caused some comment amongst the crowd but it quickly faded to a cheery sing-along (or humming for the majority who didn’t know the words) and occasional cheers as he started off his set.

He built up the excitement in the first couple songs, inciting the crowd to sing along with him to “Oh!” and pausing to make sure they did just that. Hutchinson’s style is one that makes it hard not to sway along to the very slowest of his songs and dance excitedly to the fastest.

Midway through his set, he pointed out a sign made for a girl’s birthday and dedicated his next song to her, calling the crowd to silence as he prepared for one of his quieter songs. The crowd acquiesced after a fashion and Hutchinson’s gift was the regretful song “Breakdown More.”

He followed this up with a cover of Michael Jackson’s “The Way You Make Me Feel,” starting the crowd moving again and had more of the crowd singing along to the classic hit.

His longest introduction of the night was for his new song, “Tell the World.” He told a charmingly mundane story of lasagna as the impetus for the writing this song. The loudest cheer of the night came when he asked the crowd to greet the name of this new song as if they were truly excited and they did not disappoint. “Tell the World” was characteristic of Hutchinson’s style, a little folksy with the type of rhythm that induces unconscious swaying.

The mood obviously picked up when Hutchinson played one of his more well-known songs, “Watching You Watch Him.” The song was featured on “Grey’s Anatomy” before the release of his last album.

Hutchinson left the stage before performing his most famous song, “Rock & Roll” which was part of “The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants 2” soundtrack. As the crowd cheered for an encore, it seemed unlikely he would leave without playing the hit.

He came back on stage and opened his encore with a cover of the Backstreet Boys’ “I Want It That Way.” If a bit cheesy, the song is guaranteed to bring a certain level of excitement to a crowd and it certainly served its purpose in ramping up the mood for the final song.

He ended with “Rock & Roll,” satisfying those who came because they knew the one song and bringing the crowd to its biggest moving point of the night. The crowd sang and danced along with Hutchinson all the while. He ended his show with the same dramatics of his entrance, all of the lights shutting off as he ended his final song.

All in all, the concert was worth braving the rain that poured down on the walk over. Hutchinson’s hits were fun to dance to and his lesser-known songs were great to hear and learn.

Contact Caelin Miltko at cmoriari@nd.edu
By GABRIELA LESKUR
Scene Writer

I’ve been to PemCo’s musicals and the FIT departments’ plays before, but the collaboration between the two in “Cabaret” was a whole new experience and a wonderful experience at that.

Set in 1930s Berlin, “Cabaret” switches between two main locations: a boarding house and a risqué nightclub, called the Kit Kat Klub. The chorus throughout the show poses as the erotic dancers of the Kit Kat Klub, led by their Emcee (sophomore Anthony Murphy) who narrates the entire musical. Donning sparkly pasties, Murphy did his best through his outlandish behavior to acclimate the audience to the extreme sexual nature of the show. At times, this was difficult.

For example, the opening number had an immense shock factor and probably made some people uncomfortable who did not know they would be seeing a musical where most of the cast members are wearing only their underwear. However, once the audience realized the extent of sexual references and gyrating that would be occurring, a sense of calm returned — except to the old woman sitting nearby me, who continued to look forward in disapproval.

The cast did a wonderful job allowing the sexual nature of the show to serve the deeper meaning in the plot. In the first half of “Cabaret,” it appeared to be simply a show of fun and games. It would be easy to write off the musical as merely sensual, sensational entertainment. Songs like “Two Ladies” epitomized this, with the Emcee partaking in mimed group sexual positions with a woman and a man dressed in drag. However, right before intermission the audience was shown that this musical deals with much greater issues — primarily, the Nazi regime.

By setting the musical around a nightclub, “Cabaret” takes a raw, original take on the plight of various types of individuals in Germany right before the Nazis came into power. The main storyline follows Kit Kat British showgirl Sally Bowles (played by senior Brigid Clary) as she falls in love with an American named Cliff Bradshaw (played by junior Chris Siemian) who has come to Berlin to teach English and work on a novel. Clary truly captures the character of Sally Bowles, expertly weaving rich depth into what might appear to be a somewhat naïve and selfish woman.

Her solos stole the show, especially her heart-warming rendition of “Maybe This Time” and her heart-breaking performance of “Cabaret.” Siemian compliments Clary well and their characters’ relationship, while odd, is believable.

One of the side stories is that of the boarding house mistress Fraulein Schneider (played by senior Mary Wheaton), and her lover, Herr Schultz (played by junior Brian Scully), who happens to be a Jewish fruit seller. Wheaton and Scully stole the hearts of the audience in their phenomenal portrayal of pure love between two lonely, aging individuals. Their duet about love found in sharing a pineapple led to an audible “awww” from the audience, or from me at least.

The dancing by the Kit Kat girls and boys brought a true professional edge to the show that was icing on the cake.

“Cabaret” is nothing like I’ve ever seen before. The show wove a genuinely poignant story of love and loss in Nazi Germany with extensive sexual content, without making it seem overdone or explicit. The actors were all phenomenal and my friends and I may have shed a tear as we walked out. The epitome of a theatre-goer’s dream.

Contact Gabriela Leskur at gleskur@nd.edu

---

By JOHN DARR
Scene Writer

Last Thursday night, Legends hosted a concert showcasing student bands and songwriters. The atmosphere was chilled out and comfortable — a welcome contrast to many of the venue’s events. Over the course of the night, students wandered in to cheer on their friends and soak in the homegrown music. It was the sort of place where a freshman like me can wander in alone and end up being pulled into the banner of friendly upperclassmen.

The show was opened by sophomore guitarist/vocalist Emily Migliore. Thursday marked her first performance at Legends; given her compositional skills, one would never be able to tell. Emily’s performance was characterized by weaving fingerpicked guitar lines held down by her warm alto voice. It’s the sort of voice found in the final moments of an indie film, when the lead female starts singing, and you’re like, “Come on indie films, these random girls always end up with ridiculously good voices.” But no one was complaining. Emily covered a host of songs ranging from indie classics to lesser-known tunes. Highlights included “We’re Gonna Be Friends” by the White Stripes, grin-along “Lost In My Mind” by The Head and the Heart, and that one magical note at the end of “Broad Ripple is Burning” (by Margot and the Nuclear So and So’s). The set was comfy cozy and over too soon. If you ever have the opportunity to see Emily in concert and you don’t go, you, sit, are a scrub.

Next up was a classic Notre Dame band, Basement Fish. The Fish are a local powerhouse; they’ve won two Battles of the Bands now. Rumors are they’re prepping for a third victory before disbanding, since most members of the band are seniors and will be taking off next year. With their set last night, it’s easy to see why this band is a winner. Basement Fish goes, so to speak, hard in the paint. With thundering drums, powerful guitars and a lead singer who commands the microphones like a champion, Basement Fish plays big music.

The setlist boasted a series of album-size covers spanning artists from The Who to Bruce Springsteen as well as summer hits like “Semi-Charmed Life” by Third Eye Blind and “Only Wanna Be With You” by Huey & the News. Basement Fish throws a good party — next show, you should be sure to invite yourself over.

For the final act, singer-songwriter senior Amanda Ly took the stage. Starting out with a cover of Red Hands featuring uber-talented friend David Augustus, Amanda’s set was a testament to her accomplishments as a musician. Her songs are extraordinarily well written; to use the word “professional” would be an understatement. Full of emotion and extremely well-executed. Amanda’s songs are deeply personal and yet never stray into the realm of cloying sentimentality. Every song I felt my heart nodding along with Ly’s lyrics of love and strength. That kind of power is pretty rare these days. As Ly said during the concert, each song is like “a message in a bottle, and if it touches at least one person, then it serves its purpose.” Purpose served.

All in all, the show was a huge success. With a number of talented musicians and a variety of styles, Student Band Night was fit for any audience member — even one who didn’t personally know any of the bands.

So next time it happens, wander on down to Legends, sit back and enjoy the show. It’ll make you even more proud to be at ND.

Contact John Darr at jdarr@nd.edu

---
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Mary Green
Sports Writer

Throwback brings fun to games

NFC

Rainey leads Tampa Bay to win over Atlanta

Associated Press
Tampa, Fla. — It looks like Bobby Rainey finally may have found a NFC home.

The diminutive running back, playing for his third team in less than two seasons, gained 144 yards and scored three touchdowns Sunday to lead the Tampa Bay Buccaneers over the struggling Atlanta Falcons, 31-21.

The waiver wire pickup filling in for the injured Doug Martin and Mike Jones scored on first-half runs of 43 and 3 yards. He then caught a 4-yard TD pass from Mike Glennon in the third quarter to help the Bucs (2-8) win for the second straight time following an 0-8 start.

The 5-foot-8, 212-pound Rainey also rushed for 45 yards and scored the go-ahead touchdown in a 22-19 victory over Miami the previous week. He’s the only NFL running back to rush for at least four games after beginning the season as a kick returner and backup running back with the Chicago Bears.

Matt Ryan threw an 80-yard TD pass to Harry Douglas, extending his streak of consecutive games with at least one touchdown to 16 games. He threw a 6-yarder to Roddy White in the fourth quarter, but it was the only touchdown of the day for Atlanta’s 7-7 offense.

The Falcons (7-7) are still six games behind the Bucs in the NFC South. Ryan completed 19 of 36 passes for 254 yards. He was replaced by Dominique Davis midway through the fourth quarter, but re-entered the game after the backup limped off the field with an injury.

The Falcons trailed 41-13 before Antone Smith scored on a 50-yard run and Ryan threw his TD pass to White.

Chicago 23, Baltimore 20

CHICAGO — The Bears had to wait out a long rain delay, but they still found time to come away with a much-needed win.

Robbie Gould kicked a 34-yard field goal to lift the Bears to a 23-20 victory over Baltimore Sunday in a game delayed about two hours by a torrential downpour.

Justin Tucker tied it for the Ravens with a 21-yard field goal at the end of regulation.

The big delay came after Tucker kicked a 52-yard field goal with 4:51 remaining in the first quarter. Fans were ordered to take cover. Players headed to the locker rooms as heavy rains and winds whipped through Soldier Field.

They returned for two hours later with the sky clearing and the sun coming out, but the rain and wind returned in the third quarter. The field was muddied, and the winds pushed the stands into a sea of ponchos.

Gould won it with a 38-yarder on third-and-eight with 8:41 left in OT, and the Bears (6-4) came away with the win after dropping four of six.

They were leading 20-17 with 10:33 remaining in regulation after Matt Forte scored on a 14-yard screen from Josh McCown, dodging three or four defenders along the way, but then Long snapper Pat O’Quinn had to big push down the stretch to send it to overtime.

They drove from the 16 to the 2, starting a Matt Forte slash from Dallas Clark on a fourth down at 44. After Joe Flacco overthrew Torrey Smith in the back of the end zone on third down, Tucker tied it at 20-20 with 3 seconds left.

McCown threw for 216 yards with Jay Cutler sidelined by a high left ankle sprain. Alshon Jeffery had seven catches for 83 yards. Forte added 42 receiving yards and a touchdown.

Julius Peppers had two sacks. David Bass returned an interception for a touchdown and added a field goal on each end of the first half with an interception.

The Ravens were able to get their ground game going, with Ray Rice rushing for 131 yards and a touchdown against a tough-ballingDefense.

Flacco lofted a 5-yard scoring pass over two defend- ers to Smith to put the Ravens back on top, 17-10, with 4:08 left in the half. But an inter- ception at midfield by Bostic with a minute left led to a 46-yard field goal by Gould as time expired, making it a four- point game at the half.

And what a strange half it was.

Play was stopped just after 12:30 p.m. CT and didn’t re- sume until 2:23. There were reported tornado touches down in Illinois and extensive damage in at least one part of the state. At Soldier Field, long lines for refunds formed outside the upper deck as drenched fans tried to make their way toward the tunnel with lightning striking near the stadium.

Follow us on Twitter.
@ObserverSports

SPORTS AUTHORITY From a purely aesthetic standpoint, my favorite game of the year occurred yesterday: the day the Steelers donned their striped throwback uniforms.

I’m not a Steelers fan; I just love games when teams “go retro,” as my dad would say. They remind me of years past, of glorious or not-so-glorious times in an organization’s history. No matter how good a team was, at least its uniform looked good or looked so bad that it started to look good.

Now, without further ado, I present my definitive list of the best throwback uniforms in professional sports.

Houston Astros

Obviously this is included on the list, falling into the so-so/bad-look-good category. This is the jersey that comes to mind whenever I think “throwback.”

The stripes across the front come in an array of sunshine-like colors. The pants sport the look like promoters of Starburst or Fanta, and the font of the team’s name screams 1960s. Throw in the white pants with the awkwardly large number on the top of the right leg, and you can picture Nolan Ryan winding up to deliver a 100-miles-per-hour strike.

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Mary Green at mgreen8@nd.edu

Halloween Bay Buccaneers

Next is the NFL’s best retro look, the cream-colored uni’s debuted by the team in its first season, when it set a league record by finishing 0-14.

The Steed City knows how to rock the retro. The aforementioned Steelers take the No. 1 design with their striped yellow and black jerseys, complete with numbers that look like pieces of white paper taped onto the front. Throw in the matching striped socks, and you have quite the humble-bee-esque design.

The Pirates also chose to wear the signature stripes on the diamond, but theirs are found on their newest uniform design, but the creamsicle-colored duds earned a spot on the list.

The retina is being slowly bleached.

The Steed City knows how to rock the retro. The aforementioned Steelers take the No. 1 design with their striped yellow and black jerseys, complete with numbers that look like pieces of white paper taped onto the front. Throw in the matching striped socks, and you have quite the humble-bee-esque design. The Pirates also chose to wear the signature stripes on the diamond, but theirs are found on their newest uniform design, but the creamsicle-colored duds earned a spot on the list.

The NFL

It’s a good runner-up to the discus- sion of uniforms. Nothing says “American” like the signature stripes on the dia-

The Tampa Bay Buccaneers wore the signature stripes in their first season in 1976, but their attempt to wear the vintage duds in subsequent games was never allowed by the league.

The Buccaneers would be a fit for this list, but they have nixed any plans of wearing them again.
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Notre Dame takes down Spartans, Badgers

By HENRY HILLIARD
Sports Writer

After a month of competition on the road, Notre Dame returned to the Rolfs Aquatic Center on Friday and Saturday for home meets, where they swept Big Ten foes Michigan and Wisconsin in a pair of dual meets. The Irish (4-4) beat the Spartans 197-103 and the Badgers 191.5-108.5 and have won three of their last four dual competitions.

The weekend meets mark the first time the Irish have competed since Coach Tim Welsh announced his retirement effective at the end of the 2013-2014 campaign. With 28 years at the helm, the second-longest tenure of any Notre Dame head coach, Welsh will turn the reigns over to longtime assistant Matt Tallman.

“I hope the announcement puts a sense of urgency into everything we do,” Welsh said. “It makes every practice, and every workout exciting because my number of days left here is getting smaller.”

The squad dove into the weekend in commanding fashion, winning 11 individual events against Michigan State, including opening the meet with 10 top scorers for the team, bolstered Notre Dame’s performance once again this weekend. Against the Badgers, the duo won eight of the team’s 12 individual events. Dyer took home three first-place finishes Friday and took home four more top finishes for the Irish on Saturday. Stephens matched Dyer on Saturday, also bringing home four golds in the 100-yard freestyle, 200-yard individual medley and the 200-yard medley relay. Dyer and Stephens led the way for a number of strong performances from all over the Irish roster.

“Saturday was a total team effort,” Welsh said. “Everyone raced very well individually and side by side as a team. I thought the best part of the weekend, though, was the morale. Our team spirit was the best I have seen this year.”

On the diving boards, freshman Joseph Cosmo swept both the 1-meter and 3-meter against the Badgers on Saturday, and won the 1-meter on Friday. His performance included a career-best 361.52 points in the 3-meter board against Wisconsin on Saturday. Teammate junior Michael Kreft, who won the 3-meter board with 375.60 points, joined Cosmo on the victory podium against Michigan State.

After the weekend sweep of the Spartans and Badgers, the Irish will have two weekends without competition for the first time since the season began eight weeks ago. The team is back in action for its 2013 finale at the Hawkeye Invitational on Dec. 6-8 in Iowa City, Iowa.

“We are really excited about this break,” Welsh said. “This past weekend allowed us to finish a month of tough racing on a stretch. The way it finished obviously proved for the next stretch of the season.”

Contact Henry Hilliard at rhilliard@nd.edu

Irish split series with Merrimack

By CONOR KELLY
Sports Writer

On a weekend when Irish senior goalkeeper Steven Summerhays was on top of his game, it took two crazy deflections for Merrimack to get the puck past him. But the two scores were enough for the Warriors (3-6-0, 0-3-0 Hockey East) to salvage a 2-2 tie with the No. 4 Irish (8-3-1, 2-1-1) on Saturday night at Compton Family Ice Arena.

Merrimack freshman forward Vinny Scotti erased a 2-1 Irish lead with just 1:06 remaining in the game to rob Notre Dame of a weekend sweep after the Irish took the first game of the series 4-0 on Friday.

“The way it finished obviously was disappointing,” Irish coach Jeff Jackson said. “Both their goals were bounces, and that’s what makes it tough. I thought that given the circumstances our guys played pretty well.”

The limits of Notre Dame’s forward depth came into play as the Irish were forced to skate just three lines for most of the game, with regulars freshman Vince Hinostroza, sophomores Steven Fogarty and Thomas DiPauli, and senior Michael Voran all out with injuries. Notre Dame controlled the play for the game’s first two periods, outshooting Merrimack 25-12, but the Warriors upheld their play in the third and outscored the home team 14-6 over the final 20 minutes.

“They’re playing four lines, and we’re playing three,” Jackson said. “It’s inevitable that you’re going to get a little tired, but I thought that for the most part our guys handled it really well. Third period they picked it up and started being more aggressive with their defensemen that tired us out a little bit.”

Irish senior defenseman Shayne Taker opened the scoring on the power play in the first period, rifling a wrist shot through a screen past Merrimack junior goaltender Rasmus Tirronen, and senior forward TJ Tynan extended it to 2-0 in the second on a great individual effort.

While killing a penalty, Tynan picked the pocket of a Merrimack defender and beat two more Warrior players to the net, sliding a backhand under Tirronen’s pads.

“The positive for us is that we scored a power play goal and we scored a shorthanded goal,” Jackson said. “The penalty kill killed off penalties, and special teams kept us in the game tonight.”

The Warriors narrowed the lead to a goal late in the second when sophomore forward Clayton Jardine one-timed a shot from the point that deflected off a Notre Dame defender and up over Summerhays. Still down by a goal in the third, the Warriors pulled Tirronen with 2:06 remaining in the game to rob Notre Dame of a weekend sweep after the Irish took the first game of the series 4-0 on Friday.

“The way it finished obviously was disappointing,” Irish coach Jeff Jackson said. “Both their goals were bounces, and that’s what makes it tough. I thought that given the circumstances our guys played pretty well.”
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“They’re playing four lines, and we’re playing three,” Jackson said. “It’s inevitable that you’re going to get a little tired, but I thought that for the most part our guys handled it really well. Third period they picked it up and started being more aggressive with their defensemen that tired us out a little bit.”
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While killing a penalty, Tynan picked the pocket of a Merrimack defender and beat two more Warrior players to the net, sliding a backhand under Tirronen’s pads.

“The positive for us is that we scored a power play goal and we scored a shorthanded goal,” Jackson said. “The penalty kill killed off penalties, and special teams kept us in the game tonight.”

The Warriors narrowed the lead to a goal late in the second when sophomore forward Clayton Jardine one-timed a shot from the point that deflected off a Notre Dame defender and up over Summerhays. Still down by a goal in the third, the Warriors pulled Tirronen with 2:06 remaining in the game to rob Notre Dame of a weekend sweep after the Irish took the first game of the series 4-0 on Friday.

“The way it finished obviously was disappointing,” Irish coach Jeff Jackson said. “Both their goals were bounces, and that’s what makes it tough. I thought that given the circumstances our guys played pretty well.”
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Irish senior defenseman Shayne Taker opened the scoring on the power play in the first period, rifling a wrist shot through a screen past Merrimack junior goaltender Rasmus Tirronen, and senior forward TJ Tynan extended it to 2-0 in the second on a great individual effort.

While killing a penalty, Tynan picked the pocket of a Merrimack defender and beat two more
that. I think players that played with her felt it. You know, we kind of said ‘let’s do it for Sky,’ and that didn’t work so well.

Senior forward Ariel Braker scored the first point of the game with a free throw, and on the next play senior guard Kayla McBride stole the ball from Valparaiso sophomore guard Jessi Wiedemann to set up a layup from sophomore guard Jewell Loyd. In the next minute of play, layups from freshman forward Taya Reimer, Loyd and freshman guard Lindsay Allen put the Irish (3-0) up by nine.

“Lindsey did a really great job of pushing the ball,” McGraw said. “She and Jewell were really the sparks offensively, especially early in the half when we really needed to get going, so I am really pleased with both of them.”

But the Crusaders did not cave in immediately. Wiedemann dropped in two 3-pointers, and sophomore guard Morgan Frazee added another to keep the score a manageable 15-9. Valparaiso stayed within striking distance until the last minute of the first half. Cale’s basket was the first in an 18-6 Irish run that brought the score to 46-24 at halftime.

By the opening minutes of the second half, it was clear the Crusaders (0-3) had run out of gas. The Irish scored the first 12 points of the period and dominated the rest of the game, stretching their lead to 50. After the game, Valparaiso coach Tracey Dorow said her team has struggled in finding ways to activate healthy players to put on the floor. Only nine Crusaders played Saturday, and the only one who played less than 10 minutes was Jazmin Taylor, a high jumper on the track team who agreed to play basketball just a few days earlier.

“It was definitely a learning experience,” Valparaiso forward Sharon Karungi said. “They are really athletic and it was great to play against such athletic players. They definitely had the upper hand on the inside and had a lot of players that were bigger than us but it gives us a great chance to learn.”

McGraw gave the transition game much of the credit in Saturday’s win.

“I thought it was the best our transition game has looked,” McGraw said. “We really were running the floor well. We were rebounding well and getting the ball down the court. I was really pleased with that, it was an emphasis coming out of the half. We really wanted to get on the scoreboard early. Defensively, we came up with some steals and that was a big key for us.”

Loyd led all scorers with 22 points, while Allen scored 15, a career-high.

M Soccer

soccer midfielder Patrick Hodan and senior defender Andrew O’Malley scored for Notre Dame in regular time, and Cavaliers sophomore midfielder Todd Wharton (penalty kick), sophomore forward Marcus Salandy-Defour and freshman forward Nicko Corriveau found the net for Virginia.

Control of the game shifted between the Irish and the Cavaliers as the game total mounted.

“A couple of times there were momentum shifts,” Clark said. “We were up by two goals and then Virginia had momentum. That was a really difficult moment for us. We played the last 15 minutes very well defensively,” McGraw said. “We worked the ball in, that’s three goals and a bit of safety. (Virginia’s) first goal was a big boost for them as a team, definitely a psychological boost for their team because it brought momentum shifts,” Clark said. “I was really excited to be here and to be a part of the celebration. She’s a real class act. This was big for women’s basketball.”

The Irish have a nearly week-long layoff before they head to Princeton to play the Princeton offense the next day.

“We need to make sure we apply what we’ve learned this week, especially early in the game,” Clark said. “We need to make sure we play with good spacing and that we don’t let the other team get on top of us. We need to get on top of the other team and make them work for their shots.”

Three of the game’s six goals were in the final 10 minutes of regular time as Virginia mounted a comeback. O’Malley’s goal put the Irish up 3-1 in the 81st minute, but the Cavaliers responded with goals in the 85th and 87th minute to force overtime.

“We’ll see them as lucky breaks, and they’ll see them as created opportunities, but that was the way the game fell,” Clark said.

It was not the first time the Cavaliers fell the Irish this year, as Virginia handed Notre Dame its only loss of the regular season on Oct. 26. The Irish have allowed only 0.57 goals per game for the season, but the Cavaliers managed to score two goals in the first half and netted three Friday. Virginia is the only team to score multiple goals in a game against Notre Dame this season.

The Irish struck first with Shipp’s goal in the 21st minute, and Notre Dame held the advantage with a 2-0 lead at halftime. Sophomore midfielder Connor Klepka passed the ball ahead of Shipp who chased it into the box and shot the ball to the left of Cavaliers redshirt junior goalkeeper Calle Brown for a goal. Hodan then scored nearly 24 minutes later to extend Notre Dame’s lead to 2-0 shortly before the break.

Virginia found its stride in the second half, however. Wharton converted a penalty kick in the 57th minute, and the Cavaliers turned up the heat in the closing minutes of regular time. Salandy-Defour and Corriveau sparked Virginia’s comeback with their late goals and evened the score by the end of regulation.

After two scoreless periods of overtime, the game came down to penalty kicks. Shipp convert- ed for the Irish, but Brown saved shots from Klepka and Hodan to set the Irish back. The Cavaliers held on to secure the 4-3 penalty-kick advantage and win the match.

Clark attributed the loss to a combination of Virginia’s skill and Irish mistakes.

“There are a few things we can certainly improve on,” Clark said. “Virginia is a good team. They have very good attacking players who are very talented, so you have to give them credit for that, but at the same time we have to look at ourselves and see what we can do better.”

The first round of the NCAA Tournament begins Thursday, and tournament seedings are announced today.

Contact Samantha Zub at szuba@nd.edu

Summer Language Abroad

Grants Information Session

The Center for the Study of Languages and Cultures awards up to $5,500 to individuals interested in studying a foreign language abroad.

Individuals thinking about applying should attend the SLA Grant Information Session:

Monday, November 18
7:30-8:30 p.m.
140 DeBartolo Hall

PAID ADVERTISEMENT
THE #1 PREREQUISITE FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
MT. BRIGHTON IS epic

Only available until November 24

epic PASS™
$729
ADULT
Ski as much as you want, whenever you want.
Now includes unlimited access to Canyons in Park City, Utah.

epic LOCAL PASS™
$499
COLLEGE
Perfect for people who can navigate a pass with restrictions out west.
Now includes limited access to Canyons in Park City, Utah.

MT. BRIGHTON PASS™
$279
COLLEGE
Perfect for people who only plan to ski or ride at Mt. Brighton.

EPICPASS.COM/MICHIGANCOLLEGE

* For complete details on limited restrictions and blackout dates that apply as well as explanations on our product age groupings, please visit epicpass.com.
© 2013 Vail Resorts Management Company. Trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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**Diggins**

Continued from page 16

her onto the court for the induction and remained by her side throughout the ceremony. The South Bend native said she chose to attend Notre Dame to remain close to her friends and her Irish support system for four more years. "They’re a major, major part of the reason I stayed (in South Bend),” she said. "I wanted them to be a part of my college experience. Notre Dame is a great university, and it sells itself, but my family was a big reason why I stayed around and started to think of coming here. It’s just great having a tight-knit family and people that are there for you to keep you grounded.

The four-time All-American and the only Notre Dame player to pick up 2,600 points, 500 assists and 500 rebounds in her career joined former Irish legends Ruth Riley, Austin Carr, Adrian Dantley and Lake Plummer in the Ring of Honor.

"I join such an elite group of players who have done so much for our basketball program here at the university," Diggins said. "I’m so blessed to be a part of such an elite group. As with the other members of that group, Diggins’s basketball career did not stop with her time at Notre Dame. The Tulsa Shock drafted her with the third overall pick in the 2013 WNBA Draft, and Diggins earned a spot on the league’s all-rookie team after her first season. However, she said she still is not sure what the future holds for her. "I want to do so many things, and not just on the basketball level,” she said. "I’m working on a lot of things now. I don’t know what I want to do because I want to do so much. … [I’m] just slowly painting my masterpiece.”

One thing is certain: as long as Purcell Pavilion stands, Diggins’ No. 4 will hang in the rafters, reminding players, fans and visitors of one of the most accomplished athletes in Notre Dame history.

"I never wanted to leave this university,” Diggins said to the crowd at the ceremony. "I grew up always wanting to come here, and I lived in this gym. I never wanted to leave this gym. I wanted to be here forever. And now I have that opportunity.”

Contact Mary Green at mgreen@nd.edu

**M BBall**
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three-point deficit into a 10-point lead.

"They hit a lot of shots,” senior guard Jerian Grant said. "They’re a really good team. We just got to keep focusing in defensively. When teams go on runs like that, we can’t just stop playing.”

Sophomore guard Kristian Smith spurred the Sycamores during the run, scoring all nine of his first-half points during the spurt. He finished with 15 points on 6-of-11 shooting.

"It creeps into our minds that ‘We can do this. We can do this.’” Smith said. "We know that we can, but it takes the first four minutes of energy and effort to show we can.”

In the first half, Indiana State buried eight of 17 three-pointers, five during a 2-3 stretch, and built up a 10-point lead by the break. The Sycamores shot 55 percent (11-for-20) from behind the arc for the game.

"They’re not larks,” Brey said. "These guys can shoot the ball, and they were really loose shooting in here.”

Keyed by 10 points off five Indiana State turnovers, the Irish opened the second half with a 15-5 run.

Notre Dame took the lead when sophomore forward Austin Burgett converted on an and-one opportunity with 15:06 left in the second half. It was Notre Dame’s first lead since 5-4 early in the first half.

But the Irish lead lasted just 21 seconds.

**W Soccer**

Continued from page 16

picking up on the scrap ball and making sure I got the ball into the net.”

Andrews’s two first-half goals helped Notre Dame climb out of an early deficit. The Irish fell behind in the first minute of action when Iowa junior defender Melanie Pickert launched a penalty kick past Notre Dame freshman goalkeeper Kaela Little to put the Hawkeyes (15-7-1, 5-5-1 Big Ten) on the board.

“I thought the reaction to the [Iowa goal] was great,” Waldrum said. “We were on top of it early. I thought we were really good tonight, especially with our ball possession and the opportunities we created. I felt like we could get the first one back in the first half, it would be okay.”

The Hawkeyes managed only three more shots after Pickert’s early goal, as Notre Dame largely controlled possession and kept the ball in Iowa’s half of the field. Notre Dame outscored Iowa 32-34 and held a 13-2 advantage in shots on goal.

“I think getting more numbers in the attack and getting a little more balance in our midfield helped [our offense] out quite a bit,” Waldrum said. “We needed to try to find a way to start scoring a few more goals.

Hopefully, we can now build on that and keep it going.”

Notre Dame reversed its recent trend of second-half struggles when Tucker added a goal in the 53rd minute to give the team a 3-1 lead. The senior captain received the ball on the far side of the field and beat a few Iowa defenders before firing in a shot from 13 yards out.

“We’ve been dancing around these one-goal games in the ACC for this last month it seems like, and we’ve had trouble hanging onto that lead, so I think it was important that we got that second goal to put a little bit of cushion,” Waldrum said.

Notre Dame sophomore defender Katie Naughton added an insurance goal in the 87th minute when she took sophomore defender Brittany Von Rueden’s corner kick and headed a shot into the middle of the goal.

With the victory, Notre Dame improved to 46-3 all-time in NCAA Championship games at home and 7-0 all-time in NCAA Championship games at Alumni Stadium. Notre Dame will advance to play Western Michigan, who upset No. 8 Marquette, 1-0, in its first-round game, in the second round of the NCAA Championship. The Irish and Broncos (12-5-5, 7-2-2 MAC) will meet Friday at 4 p.m. in Ann Arbor, Mich.

Contact Matthew DeFranks at mdefrank@nd.edu
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[Horoscope]

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY: Rachel McAdams, 35; Dylan Walsh, 50; Danny DeVito, 69; Martin Scorsese, 71.

Happy Birthday: Follow through with your ideas and plans. stabilize your position and your creations through precise and calculated decision. own your life by doing what’s best for you. Don't give in to pressure or those putting unreasonable demands on you. Look for unique solutions and you will find a way to fight any dilemma you face this year. Your numbers are 8, 11, 20, 23, 31, 35, 49.

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Personal changes will boost your confidence. Catch up on correspondence and make a point of re-evaluating your goals and strategizing about the best way to move forward. Don't let someone from your past disrupt your present.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Creative, romantic gestures will heighten a meaningful relationship. Plan a day trip that offers pampering, entertainment and fine food. Partners can be made and goals set, but don't push your luck if faced with someone authoritative.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Look out for your interests. Someone will misinform you. Avoid taking a financial risk. Stick to what you know and the people you trust. Be prepared to make a sudden and unexpected move if it will spare you love.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Plan a fun-filled day with the ones you love. Put your heart on the line and speak openly and freely about your personal and professional plans for the future. Sharing your concerns and your dreams will give you strength to follow through.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Personal matters will cloud your vision. Before taking a stance or undergoing change, get to the root of the problem. Don't let your generosity or good nature be taken for granted. Loyalty must be offered before you give back.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Emotional problems revolving around money, medical or legal matters can be expected. Ask questions and get to the bottom of any issues that have left you perplexed. Be prepared to cut your losses and move on if necessary.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Embrace those you love and share common interests with and you will form a close bond and a working relationship that can help you advance personally and professionally. Make creative and accommodating alterations to your living space.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Keep everything out in the open or you may be accused of being deceptive. Fix up your living space and make personal changes that will raise your profile or update your image. Don't let love lead to an impulsive move or regret.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Do a little networking or take time to initiate plans alone or with one. Look for unique solutions and you will find a way to fix any dilemma you face this year. Love is in the stars and romance should be initiated.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Don't let anyone bring you down. If you project a happy-go-lucky attitude, you can ward off any negativity that comes your way. Revert back to things you enjoyed doing and you will have a great time.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Engage in property projects that get your family, friends or whoever you share your living or community space with to pitch in and help. Having a plan is also put you in a leadership position that can transform into a prosperous offer.

Birthday Baby: You are curious and respond quickly. You are kind, gentle and loving.
Irish fall to Sycamores
Notre Dame loses at home in November for first time under head coach Mike Brey

By MATTHEW DeFRANKS
Assistant Managing Editor

The last time Notre Dame lost in November at home, Bob Davie was the football coach.

Three football coaches later, the No. 21 Irish fell to Indiana State 83-70 on Sunday afternoon at Purcell Pavilion. The loss was the first in November at home since 1998 and the first such defeat under coach Mike Brey.

“Guess it has to come to an end,” Brey said. “They’re really a good team. It would have been a good résumé win for us.”

The loss also snapped a 30-game non-conference home winning streak for the Irish (2-1).

“Some stuff hit the fan in mid-November,” Brey said. “There’s going to be more stuff hitting the fan. How do we react?”

The Irish turned the ball over 16 times in the game while only notching 13 assists. The sloppy performance was uncharacteristic of Brey’s teams, who have finished in the top 10 in assist-to-turnover ratio in each of the last eight seasons.

The Sycamores (2-1) jumped out ahead of the Irish early after Notre Dame was unable to take care of the basketball. Notre Dame turned the ball over nine times in the first half, including seven times in the first 8:34. At the under-12-minute media timeout, Notre Dame had as many points as it did turnovers.

“These are just so deflating for a team that has, historically, taken really good care of the ball,” Brey said. “The wind came out of the sails.”

The Irish had seven turnovers total in each of their first two games. The Sycamores turned the Notre Dame miscues into 13 points in the opening period.

Indiana State used a 17-2 run over 11:58 in the first half to turn a 3-2 Irish lead into a 19-5 State advantage.

The lights dimmed, the spotlight turned on and Notre Dame freshman midfielder Morgan Andrews has played a variety of roles for her team in her first collegiate season. On Friday night, she added a new one to her résumé — designated penalty taker.

Andrews converted Notre Dame’s first penalty kick of the season in the 38th minute and added another goal six minutes later to spur the Irish to a 4-1 victory over Iowa in the first round of the NCAA Championship on Friday at Alumni Stadium.

After Irish junior forward Lauren Bohaboy was fouled to set up the penalty kick, Andrews left little doubt as to who would step up for Notre Dame (12-7-1, 7-5-1 ACC) against Iowa sophomore goalkeeper Hannah Clark.

“(Andrews) was already raising her hand as she was walking from outside the penalty box to let everybody know she got it,” Irish coach Randy Waldrum said. “We didn’t even have to say anything to the team to say, ‘Let Morgan take it.’”

Andrews drove home a shot inside the right post to beat Clark, who dove toward the left side of the goal.

In the 44th minute, the freshman took a feed from Irish senior defender Elizabeth Tucker and fought through several defenders to knock a shot into the lower right corner of the net.

“It was a great assist by Tucker, getting that ball into the box, and then it was just really a fight,” Andrews said of the goal. “I think it was just that energy of the day. I just needed a tissue after that was the problem,” Mcgraw said.

It was the emotion of the day, not the deliberate slow start to such a slow start. I thought it was the emotion of the day that was the problem,” McGraw said. “I needed a tissue after

ND OVERWHELMED IOWA
Notre Dame loses in ACC tourney

By SAMANTHA ZUBA
Sports Writer

No. 12 Virginia knows how to cause trouble for the No. 1 Irish.

The Cavaliers knocked Notre Dame out of the ACC Championship with a semifinal win on penalty kicks Friday in Campus Park, Md.

After battling through regulation and two overtimes in a 3-3 tie, Virginia (11-4-4, 5-3-4 ACC) converted four penalty kicks to three for the Irish (12-2-5, 7-2-3).

Both sides played well and made the game exciting, Irish coach Bobby Clark said.

“It was a terrific soccer game,” Clark said. “It was a terrific example of college soccer, with two teams trying to win it. When we went ahead, they fought really hard to get back in the game and pressured hard.”

Irish senior forward Harry Shipp.

ND puts away after slow start

By VICKY IACOBSEN
Sports Writer

It took two minutes and 20 seconds for the No. 6 Irish to score their first field goal of the game Saturday, but Valparaiso never recovered from the ensuing 9-0 run and the Irish grabbed the win, 96-46.

Irish coach Muffet McGraw blamed the scattered play of the first few minutes on the pre-game induction of former guard Skylar Diggins into the Ring of Honor.

“No more emotional pre-game ceremonies. We got off to such a slow start. I thought it was the emotion of the day that was the problem,” McGraw said. “I needed a tissue after

Diggins honored before victory over Valparaiso
Former guard added to Ring of Honor

By MARY GREEN
Sports Writer

The lights dimmed, the spotlight turned on and Notre Dame’s biggest star returned for one last encore as Skylar Diggins claimed her spot in the Irish Ring of Honor on Saturday at Purcell Pavilion.

Before her former team tipped off against Valparaiso, Diggins was honored in the pregame ceremony, which included a video of her highlights during her college career, congratulations from athletic director Jack Swarbrick and several standing ovations. The loudest applause of all came when the banner with Diggins’ No. 4 unfurled from the Purcell Pavilion rafters, the apex of the ceremony.

“That’s something I dreamed about,” Diggins said in her pre-ceremony press conference. “You dream about stuff like this happening. It’s not a goal, ultimately. You just kind of play the game to win, to be competitive and to represent Notre Dame the best that I could, and [represent] South Bend and my family.

“But the experiences I had here were so special, and the memories we made here, what we were able to accomplish, is so special, so this does not only represent myself, but also my family and my teammates and coaches and those that paved the way before me.”

Diggins’ parents, Renee and Maurice Scott, escorted